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t Straight Ta
alk, one of the
e ways Corane
et shares perrspectives on important isssues and oppo
ortunities in
Welcome again to
unications.
business commu
Ourr last issue pu
ut a spotlight on
o the rapid rise of mobilityy-enabled workers, and the
e inevitability of employeess bringing
theirr personal mo
obile devices into the workkplace. We exxplored the re
esulting busin
ness challenges – particula
arly in the
area
as of IT contro
ol, security an
nd governancce – along witth realistic win
n-win approacches for minim
mizing busine
ess risk while
also
o empowering
g employees to
t higher leve
els of 'anytime
e-anywhere' productivity.
p
In th
his winter issu
ue of Straight Talk, we con
ntinue our mobility discussiion with a focus on the cosst-benefit business case
for "mobilizing"
"
your company
y, including a closer
c
look att the implicatio
ons for your existing
e
netwo
ork and user applications.
e Upside of Mobilizing
M
Yo
our Business
s
The
I'm just
j
going to come
c
right ou
ut and say it – every custom
mer we have worked with on
o mobility en
nablement ha
as seen the
business benefitss far outweigh
h the costs. The
T market ressearch on mo
obility adoptio
on tends to strrongly agree, as can be
dram
matically seen
n in the large scale cross-vvertical study1 of more than
n 10,000 business particip
pants conductted by
ente
erprise softwa
are leader SA
AP. Their findings were eye
e-opening in a number of areas:
a
Revenue Growth
G
(UP )
• Companies provid
ding employe
ees with com
mprehensive mobile acce
ess to key co
ollaboration
applic
cations (such as
a instant mess
saging, presenc
ce, email, conten
nt sharing) sho
owed 40% higher revenue
growth
h than comp
panies that diidn't.
• Companies provid
ding mobile access
a
to key
y business applications
a
(CRM, ERP, Fie
eld Services)
had 30
0% higher revenue growtth.
Employee
e Productivity
y (UP )
• Companies with well-develope
w
ed mobility capabilities
c
h twice the
had
e revenue yie
eld per emplo
oyee
compa
ared with businesses tha
at didn't.
Customerr Churn (DOW
WN )
• Companies with co
omprehensiv
ve enableme
ent of employ
yee mobility had over 21% less custo
omer
turnov
ver than busiinesses with
h low mobility
y utilization.
1

Source: SAP Enterprise Mobiliity Survey

The
e SAP study fo
ound that the companies most
m
likely to experience
e
th
hese types of gains shared
d three distincct underlying
charracteristics. Each
E
had:

Developed a clear mobiliity strategy tailored to the
eir specific bu
usiness
m
device
e policy with involvementt of employees and multip
ple business stakeholderss
Designed a mobile
ns were available and fullyy functional for
f mobile usse
Ensured that key businesss application
Let'ss examine ea
ach of these fa
actors more closely
c
to see how they con
ntribute to mo
obility success.
Mob
bility Business Case Ess
sentials
While it's clear fro
om market re
esearch like th
he recent Nassscom study on
o the right th
hat mobility
spen
nding remains a priority for businesses worldwide, many
m
of the co
ompanies we speak with
are nevertheless uncertain as to how to get the maximum benefit from
m their mobiliity
estments. Co
onveniently, th
he three SAP success characteristics prrovide helpfull insights for
inve
doin
ng just that.
Mob
bile Strategy
In th
he SAP resea
arch findings, a well-though
ht-through bu
usiness case is
i one of the key
k
hallm
marks of busiinesses that successfully
s
m
mobilized
theiir operations. As a solid fo
oundation
for justifying yourr mobility decisions, a sma
art place to sta
art is by identtifying the spe
ecific use
es that would likely deliverr improved bu
usiness perforrmance if your employees were
case

mobility-enabled. Having this understanding is the primary driver behind the first SAP success factor of a 'clear and
tailored mobility strategy'.
The time you spend on developing your company's mobile strategy will pay big dividends. The identification of use cases
involves examining your business end-to-end – from up-front development and production efforts, to sales and on-going
support activities – and looking for those operations that can be made more effective by giving employees remote access
to business systems and applications. It's also important to decide how to undertake this assessment; while some
companies can perform this type of systematic review with internal resources, others may benefit from outside facilitation
by a trusted 3rd party.
Mobile Device Policy
When it comes to development and implementation of your policy for mobile devices, our experience strongly suggests
that success depends less on who supplies the devices – the employees or the business – and more on having an
approach that: (a) is crafted with inputs from all the major stakeholders (end users, legal, HR, LOB leadership), and (b)
emphasizes the business benefits like employee empowerment and innovation that mobile tools can foster.
It's worth noting that the collaboration between multiple stakeholders should be maintained after rollout to help ensure
that your mobility strategy and policy successfully evolve to meet changing business opportunities and challenges.
Mobile Applications
Mobile devices would have little value if it weren't for the applications that extend key business capabilities to remote and
on-the-go employees. As the SAP study pointed out, mobile apps tend to fall into the two functional categories of
collaboration applications and business applications. Of the two, collaboration applications like instant messaging,
audio/video conferencing and document sharing are generally easier to enable for mobile workers since market-leading
solutions like WebEx™ and Microsoft SharePoint® are designed to work equally well for mobile and traditional office
workers. From a budgeting perspective, keep in mind that adding mobile users to existing collaboration applications
might require purchase of additional software licenses.
The mobilizing of legacy business applications like CRM and ERP, on the other hand, can pose a more complicated
situation since many of these apps are tightly integrated with proprietary back end systems and were not designed with
mobile access in mind. Problems with mobilizing tend to involve insufficient security safeguards and difficulty in
accommodating the diverse array of mobile device operating systems and form factors. Bottom line, if your company has
existing HR, Finance and sales support applications that were custom developed or acquired in a pre-mobile time frame,
you will likely need to modify them – potentially significantly – to make them mobility-capable.
The modification of legacy applications will involve expense and technical expertise that should be included in your
business case and then evaluated against the increased business speed, productivity and competitive advantage that
mobility is expected to provide.
As a point of reference, Oracle conducted a 2014 study on how mid-and
enterprise-sized companies were approaching the mobilized app
challenge. As you can see to the right, while some opted to deploy new
pre-mobilized solutions, three-quarters of the participating businesses
chose to modify their legacy applications. If you decide to use the modify
approach and bring in outside expertise, be sure to select a provider that
has a solid understanding of your business operations and strategy.
Don't Forget Network Implications
Although the SAP success factors didn't explicitly address the relationship between mobility and wired/wireless networks,
this is another important area to understand for your business case – especially from a cost perspective. Mobile devices
are likely to put incremental traffic on your network (when they are used remotely as well as in the office) so additional network
capacity and wireless access points may be needed. Safeguarding your proprietary systems and data is an absolute
requirement, so your business case should reflect the procurement and on-going licensing costs of the needed Mobility
Management platform as well as remote access infrastructure and software such as firewalls and VPNs.
A final suggestion for your mobility business case: don't shy aware from formalizing your measures of success and the
metrics you will use to track the impact of mobility on your business. Three good 'stakes in the ground' are the revenue
contribution and retention indicators cited in the SAP study. Other meaningful KPIs might include sales cycle time, speed
to market, and satisfaction measurements for employees and suppliers/partners.
Thank you for joining me in our further discussion on the benefits and challenges of business mobility. I hope it has been
useful. If you have any comments or questions, please reach us at questions@coranet.com.

